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If you've been looking for the best offline strategy games for Android in 2019 for your phone or tablet, then you're in the right place. Strategic games are good for everyone, old or young. Strategy games require a high level of thinking and stimulate mental awareness as well. Of course, there are so many good games online to download, but there aren't too
many that you can play offline. The best offline strategy games for Android In a certain order, below is a list of the best offline strategy games for Android you can download on your phone or tablet device. XCOM: Enemy WithinXCOM®: Enemy Within is an independent extension of XCOM's 2012 strategy®: Enemy Unknown and is now available on
GooglePlay devices! Enemy Within has the main gameplay of Enemy Unknown plus more exciting content. Check out new soldiers, abilities, enemies, maps, missions and multiplayer mode for a new game experience strategy! XCOM costs $10 on the Play Store and can be downloaded here. Plague Inc. There may not be a list of the best offline strategy
games for Android without mentioning Plague Inc. your pathogen has just infected Patient zero. Now you must achieve the end of human history by developing a deadly, global plague, adapting against everything humanity can do to protect itself. Brilliantly executed with innovative gameplay and built from the ground up for touchscreen, Plague Inc. from
developer Ndemic Creations develops the genre of strategy and pushes mobile games (and you) to new levels. It's you against the world - only the strongest can survive! Plague Inc is available for free from the Play Store here. War Inc.War Inc. is a state-of-the-art military strategy with a stunningly detailed combat system, immersive combat gameplay,
intelligent units and in-depth strategies that will keep you planning, playing and outsmarting your opponents at every turn. Do your duty for the modern world and fight your enemies. This modern military game allows you to train your army to prepare for the multiplayer BATTLE of RTS at any time. Hire powerful commanders, build an army of fast-paced
Marines and snipers, or heavy furs, scorpion tanks, and walkers to reduce the enemy base to ruins! War Inc is available for free from the Play Store here. ICE - Minimalist strategyMinimalytic strategy is a different kind of strategy game with a good but simple graphical interface and neat gameplay. Control your army of ants like ships and capture connected
enemy bases. The only way to win is to control everything. THE MINIMUM strategy of ICE becomes complex and exciting, the deeper you go into the game. ICE - Minimalist strategy can be downloaded for free from the Play Store here. Related: 5 best offline war games to make without WiFIPlants vs. zombie 2Play award-winning hit action strategy
adventure where you meet, meet, And defeat legions of hilarious zombies from dawn time to the end of days. Accumulate an army of amazing plants, overload them with plant food, and develop a definitive plan to protect your brain. Plants vs. zombies 2 can be downloaded for free from the Play Store here. Star CommandBrought to you in beautiful HD
pixelated fame, Star Command brings to life the challenges and joys of stargazing. Upgrade your ship, get into the unknown and watch your crew die grizzly deaths all on your command. Strange and annoying alien civilizations are waiting for you at every turn. Manage each of your ship roles by focusing on scientific skills, tactical combat and ship-making
techniques. Prevent alien invaders from taking on your ship and causing huge amounts of damage with watch guns. Relive the dying crew members with new rooms! And don't forget that your decisions matter - the enemy made early can come back to haunt you later. Star Command costs $2.99 on the Play Store and can be downloaded here. The Battle of
Politopia of the Battle of Politopia is a step-by-step strategic adventure. This game is about ruling the world, fighting evil AI tribes, discovering new lands and mastering new technologies. Automatically generated cards make each game a new experience, with unlimited play value. Choose and choose between different tribes. Stroll through the dark cold
forests of Barturia, explore the evaporated jungle of Kiku (Kickoo jungle) or wither the lush field of the Empire Empire. We offer you a list of strategic games for Android devices that don't require a permanent Internet connection. These games offer players a single-face campaign, do not require a permanent stay in the Wi-Fi signal area or connect to the
mobile Internet. Plague Inc. One of the representatives of this genre is Plague Inc. This is a real plague simulator that is spreading all over the world. You have to protect yourself and your country from an unexpected infection. You need to download Plague Inc. on Android, with this game you will experience a new experience. You've never seen such a
strategy before. After all, only here you fight literally against all mankind. The popularity of the game is evidenced by the fact that almost all the leading publications around the world wrote about the project. From the Guardian to the New York Post. In this strategy with stunning graphics, your main enemy will be the plague that continues to spread around the
world. You need to unite the remaining humanity and fight back against diseases. But it's not that simple. Plague Inc. has a variety of diseases for Android. And there are five special mutations that turn people into monkeys. But you won't let the Earth turn into the proverbial Planet of the Apes? You could say download the game and start tracking epidemics
by keeping them under control! The game looks superb in every way, starting with the idea of an idea and ending with its implementation. Downloads: 2,831,300 - Customer rating: (4.5/5) You can also check out: 21 Free Offline Action Games for Android Kingdom Rush This is the most popular game aimed at attacking enemy buildings. The best you could
come up with for Android was collected in the game Kingdom Rush for free. In the game, the player is invited to go through many missions designed for one, competing with the computer mind in the form of an enemy. Overcoming obstacles, we will gradually move to our most important enemy - the sovereign of demonic beings. Our opponents will be all
sorts of dark creatures: orcs, goblins, giants, and many, many other magical creatures. There are several roads in each place. On these roads the player is attacked by monsters and you need to fight back. To do this, you need to build buildings from towers and manage the characters. Towers can be armies of archers, crossbows, knights, alliances of
magicians and the like. Characters also have their own characteristics and you can pump up your skills. A large number of strategic moves are used to get through the seats. The levels that have been completed will give bonus points. Points should be used to upgrade weapons and symbols. The first levels will seem simple to you, but over time their
complexity will increase. The game also has quality graphics, detailed animation and style. Music and sound are also at a high level. In the game Kingdom Rush on Android almost no flaws, it is ideal for those who love strategies on smartphones. Downloads: 437 300 - Customer rating: (4.7 / 5) Bio Inc. Gameplay Bio Inc. is simply gorgeous. In order to get to
the end, you will need tens of hours. A dozen levels and different ways of passing them do not let the player get bored, and the biomedical conditions of your patients and the course of the disease are characterized by 100% realism. The plot of the game is very original and unusual. We're used to doctors having to treat us. What if one of them thinks about
making a patient die by all available means? The player in Bio Inc acts as a death doctor who, by manipulating various functions, should lead the patient to death as soon as possible, preventing other doctors from curing him. The game has 12 levels with different passes, not similar to each other, which means long exciting hours of play. More than a hundred
biochemical conditions are a great opportunity for imagination in the development of diseases. The game is also aimed at developing logical thinking, attention, speed and sleight of hand. Creating a deadly disease is not easy; you need to remember the algorithm of actions leading to success, not another failure. Here perseverance, attention and good
memory will help The game has excellent graphics, a convenient, intuitive interface and unobtrusive music. Downloads: 399,500 - Customer rating: (4.2/5) Fire Emblem Heroes Fire Emblem Emblem Heroes for Android - Nintendo's tactical role-playing game first appeared on consoles, and is now optimized for mobile devices. Starting to play, gamers will get
acquainted with a certain group of heroes with whom you will go on an adventure. Each warrior has unique abilities and incredible power. They have special weapons and skills. In addition, each of the warriors has its own origin history. You can get to know it closer when you play. As you progress, you will meet some other heroes who may become
companions in the future. Try to take part in serious confrontations to win and make money. Develop your own strategy. There is always something to fight for and with whom to lead the opposition. In addition, pumping units and perform heavy tasks. The game contains several locations that you can navigate with a global map. Connect with the characters
and learn new information. In addition, the characters can get interesting tasks on which you earn money and experience. In a certain place you can take a limited number of soldiers. The peculiarity of the game is that thanks to the weapon that you can understand, you need a particular character. Try to choose the best team and arrange a real carnage. We
hope you enjoy the game, so we recommend downloading Fire Emblem Heroes on Android right now and for free. Downloads: 423 100 - Customer Rating: (4.6/5) Total Domination - Reborn Post-Apocalyptic World Is Knocking On Your Smartphones Again, offering you a new strategic epic, Total Domination - Reborn. The game takes place in the future, on
scorched military land, where you will need to build the base of the future, equipping it with state-of-the-art weapons and strengthening it for future battles. Be prepared to fight much and often, because to survive in this world, you have to fight by taking precious resources from battle, and freeing the land from potential rivals without letting their development
progress and destroying them at the outset. After years of heavy survival in the vastness of post-war space and attempts to adapt to life in the waste created by nuclear war, humanity faces a new danger that puts all humanity on the brink of extinction - artificial intelligence, which considers its goal the complete destruction of humanity. On this basis, you will
have to revise some of the principles and interests that existed before, because once you unite and get together in one power structure, you can win this war with unequal forces. This development is a good reason to play offline strategy on Android, even if you're not a fan Downloads: 83,700 - Customer rating: (4/5) Tent Wars is a very peculiar strategy
which analogues in the world of gaming industry. The game Tentacle Wars is a bright mixture: puzzle, reaction speed test, sci-fi action. Events take place in the body of an alien being. A dangerous virus attacked it, and now almost all the cells have been mutated. At your disposal is the last healthy cell and up to 80 episodes in which you will try to heal the
patient's body. Control in Tentacle Wars for Android is done through a touch screen, and the gameplay is based on the capture of enemy cells with special tentacles. With each level of gameplay will become more complex, aggressive invader cells will replace passive infected enemy cells, and you have to defend yourself against their tentacles. It is worth
noting the excellent visual design and musical accompaniment. The developers created a dark and dramatic atmosphere, complementing it with bright special effects. All fans of science fiction should download the tentacles of Wars on Android, but the game will appeal to fans of dynamic puzzles. A large number of levels will immerse you in this atmospheric
world and will not allow you to escape until the alien is saved from this terrible contagion. Downloads: 292 100 - Customer Rating: (4.4/5) Defense Area 3 Game Defense 3 HD is a continuation of a well-known action strategy. Developers have added a lot of new things to it, the weapons have become much bigger and better, the landscape is now the most
diverse, and a huge number of other interesting features. Now your favorite game has become even more interesting, cooler and more dynamic. The game's plot has remained unchanged, you have to go through a huge army of armed enemies to break through the defenses. The enemy has become stronger and angrier. Therefore, it will be necessary to try
very hard, to invest all efforts to achieve the goal. For experienced players, as well as for beginners, there is a great addition in the form of regulation of the difficulty of passing. Thanks to this, everyone can enjoy the game. New players will be able to practice at the beginning to successfully move on to more serious battles. Experienced will be able to go
through the most difficult and very brutal battles, where everything must be decided in a matter of seconds. If you are looking for a really interesting game with different levels of the game, then you should definitely download The Defense Zone 3 HD for Android. Downloads: 99,000 - Customer rating: (4.7/5) Galaxy Legend Galaxy Legend is another
representative of the strategy for Android that you can play offline. The developers suggest that you gain sole ownership of the space colony, for which you must do everything to make it develop and prosper properly. The gameplay is certainly similar to typical representatives of the strategic genre. However, here you can enjoy the joy of the space game. You
will manage your own space base, which you will have to constantly develop, as well as perform leadership tasks. Missions in the game are extremely diverse and can be both reconnaissance and combat. On your way you will meet interesting heroes and even bloody space pirates. With such graphics and characters you are sure to like the game.
Downloads: 513 800 - Customer rating: (4.2 / 5) Mushroom Wars: Space! Love a beautiful and bright strategy in real time? We strongly recommend download Mushroom Wars: Space! For Android. This game is a continuation of the popular and rewarded game War of Mushrooms, and is a quality strategy in real time, with a very exciting, dynamic and at the
same time intuitive gameplay. In this game you have to lead mushroom pickers and lead them to new adventures, but unlike the previous part, the adventures will be on other planets. In the game you have to go through more than fifty different and interesting missions, on completely new maps and new worlds, where you learn the history of the conquest of
space mushrooms. You will have to fight not only with other mushrooms, but also with various alien monsters and civilizations. If you have tried the first part, then, of course, this part will cause you even more emotions. Go to conquer the galaxy, arm yourself with strategy, tactics and desire to sell yourself and start detailed preparation - the first feats begin
with it! Downloads: 5,800 - Customer rating: (4.3 / 5) RedSun RTS Try to download Redsun RTS for Android and make sure you have an unforgettable experience of the game. The whole process will take place in real time, and the player will have to take control of a huge base. It is necessary to rebuild and go under the command of the army. Control the
warriors and use tactical schemes for glorious victories. Strengthen your base in a timely manner, so that none of the enemies could attack it. Your resources should always remain untouchable. A huge number of types of units and tasks can bring positive emotions. What's more, the whole world around the game is made of simple 2D graphics. The
commander will be able to choose any of the types of units right during the battle. If the world seems too small, you can use the zoom and quietly zoom in on the image. Choose any location on a huge map and put your base there with a click. Subsequently, it will need to be expanded and improved in every possible way. In addition, mine gems and, finally,
begin the development of nuclear weapons against which other participants in the war will be powerless. It should be noted that the strategy has a simple and intuitive interface; Learning to manage your character is not difficult. Try to pass RedSun RTS, and you probably will not regret the time spent. Downloads: 13,800 - Customer Rating: (4/5) Banner Saga
The saga is a mixture of a mixture strategy and role-playing game, where the player will have to make decisions on which will depend on the storyline and the fate of the characters. The player will have to manage the whole Viking squad. There are a total of 25 unique characters that belong to 7 different classes. You will be immersed in an epic adventure
through the Viking world. Each of your choices directly affects the outcome of your campaign and the resolution of conflicts in a fierce struggle for survival. For well-conducted battles, it is necessary to carefully select soldiers, guided by their skills and class of membership. Good story, interesting role-playing component, pleasant environment, stylized to the
mythology of the Vikings, as well as the combat system make the Banner saga very interesting and original Android game. Thanks to the excellent two-dimensional graphics, the gameplay will be as pleasant as possible. Downloads: 8,900 - Customer Rating: (4.4/5) Battle polytopia games created in the classic turn-based style strategy can be very addictive
and take all your free time. If you download the Battle of Politics, there will always be a very interesting and exciting lifesaver from boredom in your pocket. In addition, this simple gameplay can become indispensable in the development of logical thinking and learning experience. Moreover, this game is built in a very original form, which allows you to enjoy
each game moment in a new way. The player will be able to control the vast world. In this game you meet a very ancient community and will manage your own tribe. It will be necessary to constantly develop, explore new lands of this world and go into battle against other tribes of the universe. In this game you will become the only leader who will control this
world. Explore new lands and discover new technologies of our time to gain an edge over other peoples of the vast mysterious world. The player will never appear on the same card because of the constant generation of worlds and maps. Get an unforgettable experience of gameplay and do not look at the restrictions, because you will have access to a lot of
freedom of action and opportunities. Initially, the player can choose one of the tribes in which he will participate in the gameplay. Then there is an opportunity to go to various fantastic places, among which there are mysterious forests and many other places. Downloads: 89,900 - Customer Rating: (4.7/5) Star Command This game provides its users with
ample opportunities to enjoy the gameplay for a long time and get a lot of impressions from the process. In this game you will become the commander of the spaceship and crew. You and your team do a variety of tasks that are well paid for by the customer. Your job is to take and complete the mission, control your crew improve the spaceship. Unique
gameplay and excellent 8-bit graphics are sure to please fans of this genre. Star Command has a huge number of features and activities. Changing the characteristics of the ship, changing the situation, the ability to communicate with the crew and influence their mood. A large number of factors make players think about each of their actions. Explore space,
deal with the captain's affairs, fend off space pirates and raiders. Improve defense and attack systems, hire and train the crew. Game features: Great and exciting gameplay; A huge number of all sorts of events; The ability to change the ship, to interact with the crew; Interesting tasks and missions; Amazing 8-bit graphics. Downloads: 19,300 - Customer
Rating: (4.2/5) Plants vs. zombies 2 Plants vs. zombies 2 - a continuation of the mega-popular game, telling about the battle of plants with zombies. As for the gameplay, it almost does not undergo major changes. The main difference of the Android project Plants vs. The first part of the zombies 2 is an improved graphics and animation, as well as a storyline,
as well as a truly impressive variety of the Walking Dead. This time the authors suggest we make a journey through time and visit Ancient Egypt, go back to the days of ruthless pirates and other periods of history. And, of course, zombie fights are waiting for us everywhere. Charge your plants and shoot machine guns, use Finger Powers to personally destroy
enemies on the battlefield. Collect coins to buy extra bonuses. In addition to the usual battles, you can play a variety of mini-games with additional prizes. Solve puzzles by solving mysteries, enjoy interesting bonuses and exciting battles. Excellent graphics and sound solution create a unique atmosphere, and fascinating features make the process of
passage even more exciting. Gather your formidable army of plants, give them extra strength and defeat zombies around the world. Downloads: 5,797,200 - Customer rating: (4.4/5) Skull Towers Skull Towers is an app that combines two popular genres - Strategy and Tower Defense. Dead living - skeletons have invaded your territory. The main character
had no choice but to arm himself and defend himself from hordes of enemies. The game consists of different levels, the main task of which is the same - to protect your castle. At first, the main character relies only on himself, but then it becomes possible to equip towers and catapults, which will also attack hordes of enemies. To actively repel the attacks of
skeletons, you need to learn new spells, improve your weapons. Skull Towers will please you with its great gameplay and great graphics, which will not let you get bored. Downloads: 54,900 - Customer rating: (4.5 / 5) 5)
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